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The demolition of the old Kuwait Airways building has resumed in Kuwait City. Demolition was halted after a June
2015 accident where an excavator fell several floors, killing the operator. — Photo by Kuwait Times
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IN MY VIEW

If you are a parent of a teenager, then you better read
this story. It seems that the attachment of children and
teenagers to their smartphones has become an addic-

tion, like that to drugs. Depriving a child from their device
for any reason may lead to anger and acts of craziness that
could be deadly and dangerous. 

US authorities arrested a 12-year-old girl in Colorado,
who was accused of trying to kill her mother twice by poi-
soning her with a chemical material that is used in bleach-
ing textiles, because she took away her iPhone. The
Boulder County police chief said in a press release that the
mother ingested the chemical in one of the two attempts,
but luckily survived and was sent to hospital for treatment. 

I think the issue is not merely about depriving a child
from a phone or game, but it is often noticed that parents
themselves encourage their children from a very young age
to use mobile devices to watch cartoons to keep quiet and
not cause any commotion or inconvenience for the adults. 

So it becomes normal for the child to turn to that device
to be their all-day friend, and any attempt to deprive the
child of this close companion for any reason - good or bad
- may lead to anger or madness, and they may commit a
crime without knowing the seriousness of what they do or
possibly hurt and harm themselves. The police said the girl
was arrested and taken to a juvenile detention facility,
pending charges.

I think what happened to this family is a crime of vio-
lence without doubt, but we have to wonder who is
responsible for this drama. It can be the easiest thing to
placate a crying or noisy baby, because all you need is to
take a smartphone, find a game or cartoon, and put it in the
child’s hands, and the kid will be quiet and still as if they
have been muted. How many of us think that there might be
a mental health issue behind this act? What could happen
if I dared after many years to separate my child from his
old and close friend?

Sky News published a report last year titled ‘How to
protect your child from mobile addiction’. It was reported
that in Seattle, a number of children under the age of 13
and addicted to their mobile phone turned their phones
into a virtual world. Experts warn of excessive use of
mobile devices by children for organic diseases, such as
obesity, distraction and poor concentration.

In Kuwait too, cases of violence between children and
their families have increased significantly. Hence the chil-
dren’s rights law was issued to protect children from possi-
ble abuse. At the same time, Kuwait’s general prosecution
called for the death penalty for child killers. This request
came after the killing of five-year-old Fatima by her mother
and her lover. The girl was brutally tortured and killed in
Aug 2017. A year ago, we saw a teenage girl beating her
father over some trivial reason. Such crimes mean that
there is a real problem between children and their families,
whether it is about a phone or something else. 

It is strange that some are demanding phone companies
to control the sites that children can access through the
Internet, but they ignore the fact that there is parental
responsibility too.  Parents have the ability to control the
usage of smartphones of their kids, because children aren’t
buying smartphones on their own. It is necessary to take
into account the warnings of children’s addiction to smart-
phones. Keeping a child silent for a long time does not
mean that everything is alright. Parents need to communi-
cate with their children, because you don’t know what this
virtual friend whispers to them. 

Children and 
smartphone addiction

PHOTO OF THE DAY

America has been a scapegoat for eons. Whenever
anything happens, we blame it on Americans: The
government, the food industry, the pharmaceutical

industry and the arms industry. Everything originates in
America, we insist. But we forget that America is made up
of citizens from all over the globe and from all the conti-
nents (except maybe Antarctica). So, perhaps, America is
merely a microcosm of our entire humanity; and so what-
ever we see is always on a grander scale in America. 

Today, an American is originally a European, an
African, a Latin American, a Native American, an Italian,
an Arab, an Indian, a Chinese or an Asian. And when you
have so many nationalities and continents representing
one nation, it’s bound to be great at everything - even
great at conflicts! 

In essence, when we go to war with America, we are at
war with ourselves; and when America goes to war with
the rest of the world, it is at war with itself. We forget,
though, that on a more positive note, all humanitarian
movements are also fought on a grander scale in America -
the civil rights movement, women’s rights, gay marriage
and racial equality. 

Even today, America is uncovering sex scandals and
exposing the detrimental effects of a patriarchy that is los-
ing its grip. This is something to be celebrated, as it is a
signpost for all countries to address sexual harassment,

discrimination and the exploitation of women. This may
look like America is crumbling, but this is actually a step
forward. We will see the magic eventually. The tree of
authenticity always bears sweet fruits. And whichever way
America goes, the world gets affected somehow. 

And this is why we all watch America closely. Though
we ridicule Americans, we still emulate what they wear,
we emulate the American dialect and we love American
movies and TV shows. And as with all love affairs, the
flipside of the coin, unfortunately, is hate. And everyone
loves to hate America. It’s so easy to have someone to
blame, isn’t it? 

If we could look beyond our love and hate of America,
we will see that - like any other country in the world - it is
made up of individuals. And individuals regardless of citi-
zenship are both racist and inclusive, aggressive and kind,
belligerent and peaceful. 

Still, when we blame America for the problems of the
world, we are one step closer to self-reflection. And we
are one step closer to realizing that anything that happens
is the fault of humanity, collectively. Let’s look a little more
closely as to who is really to blame for the chaos on the
planet - us, yes us and not the US. Wherever we go, we
take our mess with us. Yet, as long as there is hope, there
is a possibility for transformation. We have hope for
America, because we have hope for ourselves! 

It’s not the US. It’s us.


